We have observed photon-assisted tunneling effects at 246 and 604 GHz in small-area superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) and superconductor-insulator-normal metal (SIN) superconductingjunctions. We find excellent agreement with the Tien-Gordon theory, and infer that the responsivity of SIN junctions approaches the quantum limit at low temperatures for photon energies less than 2.::1.
PACS numbers: 74.50. + r, 74.30.Gn. 85.25. + k We have recently reported the first observation in thinfilm tunnel junctions of the response of the electron-pair tunneling to far-infrared (FIR) radiation, including the variation of Josephson step widths with FIR amplitude. I In this letter we are concerned with the photon-assisted tunneling in the presence of laser radiation at 246 and 604 GHz. This quasiparticle tunneling response is particularly interesting because it appears to be more useful for low-noise detectors and mixers than the Josephson effect.2 In fact the strong nonlinearity in the 1-V characteristics of the superconducting quasiparticle tunnel junctions has been shown to allow quantum-limited responsivity to be reached in the millimeter wavelength region. Here, we report an extension of this technique to the FIR spectral region. This work complements existing microwave work, and should help evaluate the potential usefulness of superconducting devices in FIR applications, such as in astrophysics.
Our Sn-SnO-Pb junctions are made using the oblique evaporation method,3 as reported earlier. I A typical junction has a small area that reduces the capacitance to the range 0.01-0.05 pF, and the normal resistance range is 15-380 fl. Such a junction is fabricated at the center of a resonant planar dipole antenna. Unfortunately, the overall coupling efficiency is poor, and of the few milliwatts of available FIR laser power, only a few tenths of a microwatt are coupled to the junction. Three major loss factors of roughly equal importance have been identified: (1) absorption and reflection losses in the beam splitter, lenses, Dewar windows, and sample substrate, (2) antenna cross section relative to beam size, and (3) impedance mismatch and capacitive shunting effects at the junction. Nevertheless, in some junctions we observed as many as seven Josephson steps and six photon-assisted ones. In the following, we first report on the superconductorinsulator-normal metal (SINljunction results taken at 4.2 K, above Tc (Sn), and then describe the superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) junction data taken at 1.4 K. junction is cooled below Tc (Sn), as explained in Ref.
1. This independent calibration method yields a values within 5% of those obtained by fitting the photon-assisted tunneling features using Eq. (1), as explained below.] At a given dc voltage, we find a modulation in the dc current as the power of the incident radiation is changed. Also, traces of the gap structure become visible at higher voltages as the radiation power is increased. Similar observations have been made earlier at microwave frequencies 4 and they are predicted by the photon-assisted tunneling theory.s In physical terms, an electron in one electrode with energy nw L less than the lowest available state in the second electrode will tunnel through the barrier upon absorbing n photons of energy W L ; this will increase the current at a voltage corresponding to ± Vg + nw Lie, where Vg is the gap voltage, i.e.,..11 e for the SIN case and (..1 [ + ..1 2 )1e for the S)S2 case. The TienGordon result is that, upon irradiation of the junction, the dc 1-V curve will have the form of a weighted sum of the dc 1-V curves obtained without the radiation, each displaced in voltage by nw L , and appearing with weight J ~ (a); that is,
where I n (a) is the nth order Bessel function.
In order to compare our data with theory, we fitted the 1-V curves obtained at different values of a, and found good agreement with Eq. (1). In fact the theoretical and experimental curves cannot be distinguished on the scale of Fig.  I (a) . A more sensitive test, however, is to compare the experimentally determined d V I dI with the theoretical expression, as shown in Fig. lIb) . The theoretical curves were obtained by digitizing the experimental dc 1-V curve obtained at zero a, and then using Eq. ( 1) to compute the 1-V curve for a given a. The derivatives for both the experimental and theoretical 1-V curves are then obtained digitally. For a = 0 a large peak reflecting the nonlinearity at V = Vg is obtained, and for a#O, minima and maxima occur with period wLle. The position and magnitude of the maxima and minima agree well with the theory [dashed lines in Fig. l(b) ]. In computing d VI dI from Eq. (1), we have ignored any dc voltage dependence 6 of a, since the capacitive shunting is sufficient to justify a voltage-biasing approximation.
We applied similar analysis to our SIS data, obtained at T = 1.4 K and shown in Fig. 2 . We found good fits for the photon-assisted steps with a values previously determined from the analysis of the Josephson steps, although some photon steps are at slightly lower voltages than computed theoretically. This is particularly apparent near the first 604-GHz photon step for the a = 2.1 case; the step at Vg + wi e = 4.3 m V is about 0.1 m V lower in voltage than expected, probably reflecting a reduction of the energy gap by heating. We note that, although it totally ignores the Josephson effect, the Tien-Gordon theory gives a good account of the entire I-V curve shape except for the Josephson steps themselves.
An important parameter characterizing detection efficiencyis the current responsivity &I, defined by Tucker 7 as
Here..1I de is the change in the de current upon irradiation of the junction, and the FIR power dissipated in the junction is !VLI L , where IL is the current at the FIR frequency. This
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FIG. 4. Plot of current responsivity normalized to the quantum limit (e/fuu) vs dc bias voltage. Solid curves are computed for a frequency of 604 GHz from theoretical zero-power 1-V curves. The experimental points are computed from initial slopes of .dl vs a 2 at 4.2 K from Fig. 3 . Dashed curve shows responsivity at 4.2 K estimated from data in Fig. l(a) . Inset shows computed frequency dependence of [Jf /(e/fuu) at T = 0, 1.4 and 4.2 K, for a bias of V = V g , and experimental points at 246 and 604 GHz at 4.2 K. responsivity reaches its quantum limit e/w when for each photon absorbed an additional electron tunnels through the barrier. Before evaluating Yl, we compare the measured ,,11 de with the one computed using Eq. (1). This is done in Fig. 3 where we plot the measured changes in current at T = 4.2 K for a 1 76-il junction irradiated at 604 GHz. Also shown is the calculated.Jl de VS a 2 , which is proportional to the radiation power, !(a 2 /R )(wL/e)2, that would be dissipated in the junction if it had its normal resistance. It is evident that the theory fits well the experimental variations of ,,11 de with laser power. Similar results were also obtained for fL = 246 GHz and for junctions of different resistances.
The theoretical responsivity in the limit oflow power is then calculated from the dc 1-V curve using the Tucker result
Here, the numerator and the denominator are proportional to the quantum generalizations of d 21 /dV 2 and dl/dV, respectively. In Fig. 4 , we plot Yl as a function of the bias voltage for a junction irradiated at 604 GHz. Using either the experimental or the theoretical I de (V) for T = 4.2 K, which differ hardly at all, we find that the highest computed responsivity is 0.47 (e/w). This maximum occurs at V g , where we expect the nonlinearity to be greatest. For comparison, we show, in solid circles, the experimentally inferred values of Yl found from the initial slopes in Fig. 3 , and we also plot (dashed line) Yl as a function of Vas estimated from the data in Fig. 1 (a) by assuming.Jl de is linear in a 2 out to a = 1.3. In both procedures we obtain the incident power from the value of a 2 by assuming that the conductance atfL is given by the Tucker relation
No large error should result from this assumption, since this theoretical conductance never differs from 1/ R N by more than a factor of 2. There is good agreement among these various theoretical and experimental results. In addition, we show curves for T = 0 and 1.4 K, computed using the theoretical J-V curves for a SIN junction; note that Yl reaches the quantum limit at T = 0 over a small voltage range. Clearly there is an advantage in cooling the SIN junction to lower temperatures; for example, atfL = 604 GHz, the computed value of Yl/(e/w) increases from -0.47 at 4.2 K to -0.75 at 1.4 K.
The frequency dependence of Yl, as predicted by Eq. (3) for ajunction biased at V g , is plotted in the inset of Fig. 4 . At T = 0, Yl has the full quantum limited value up to the gap frequency, where w = 2.J. At higher frequencies .91 decreases rapidly, reflecting the fact that the nonlinearity of a SIN junction is limited to an energy range -2,,1. For T> 0, Yl falls below the quantum limit at all frequencies. There is good agreement between the theory and our results at fL = 256 and 604 GHz.
In conclusion, we have observed photon-assisted tunneling at 246 and 604 GHz in small area SIN and SIS junctions and found excellent agreement with the Tien-Gordon theory. When the junction is dc biased near V g , the responsivity of these junctions approaches the predicted quantum limit at low temperatures for photon energies less than 2e Vg , i.e., 2,,1 for the SIN case.
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